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Disclaimer
O The experiences, comments, and opinions 

expressed in this presentation belong to the 
presenter, who no way claims authorization 
or approval by PHAB, EBCI, PHHS, NIHB, or 
anyone besides the presenter.



Objectives
O Review the purpose of PHAB with emphasis 

on Tribal communities
O Share informally experiences from 1 ½ 

PHAB site visits
O Convey tips on preparation for PHAB 

accreditation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caveat:  My experience is limited to 1 completed and 1 in-process site visit



Scope
O Includes:  

O Discussion of how and why to become a          
PHAB Site Visitor 

O General Site Visit process
O Tips on Site Visit process

O Does NOT include:
O Exhaustive discussion on steps in                     

PHAB accreditation
O PHAB internal documents or                           

privileged communications
O References to applications by                       

particular health departments 



What is Public Health 
Accreditation?

O “The measurement of health department 
performance against a set of nationally 
recognized, practice-focused and evidence-
based standards

O The issuance of recognition of achievement 
of accreditation within a specified time 
frame by a nationally recognized entity

O The continual development, revision, and 
distribution of public health standards”

[PHAB]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some states have internally-generated PH accreditation, such as NC.



What is Public Health 
Accreditation?

O “The measurement of health department 
performance against a set of nationally 
recognized, practice-focused and evidence-
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O The issuance of recognition of achievement 
of accreditation within a specified time 
frame by a nationally recognized entity

O The continual development, revision, and 
distribution of public health standards”

[PHAB]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is no currently accepted Tribally-defined standard of performance for Tribal Public Health entities.  



In short…
O “To improve and protect the health of the 

public by advancing the quality and 
performance of Tribal, state, local, and 
territorial public health departments”

[PHAB]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s a means of improving quality of PH performance by holding yourself up to generally accepted standards.There are no generally accepted Tribal standards for performance in Public Health.  This is what NIHB and PHAB are working on:  What IS a Tribal Health Department?  What are the different kinds that currently exist, and what are their situations/ limitations?  (567 Tribes)  How do they all determine quality of services and improve and protect the people of their Tribal communities?One issue in accreditation is that it only addresses Public Health services and excludes mental/ behavioral health, social services, or direct clinical service provision. That is, accreditation deals with population health, not personal health services.Traditionally, in many Native American communities, many of these services may be provided together or overlap significantly.  



What is PHAB?
O Public Health Accreditation Board
O Voluntary accreditation of Public Health 

agencies (state, local, Tribal, territorial)
O Peer volunteer site reviewers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PHAB—national-level, non-profit organization created in 2011 to help standardize PH accreditation & define the basis of quality performance of the 10 Essential Public Health Services across local and state Health Departments in the US.  PHAB accreditation is voluntary, but some states are moving toward requiring PHAB accreditation.  Entities in 34 states covering 45% of the US population (~139 M).  PHAB depends on volunteer PH professionals to be site visitors.As of today, no Tribal HDs had achieved accreditation.  A few Tribes are in the process.



PHAB Site Visitors
O Apply through PHAB website
O Meet prerequisites
O Complete online and in-person training
O Commit to one site visit/ year
O Review documents, visit site, interview 

health department staff, create report for 
PHAB Accreditation Committee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PHAB & the HD also determine that a SV has no conflict of interest.



Why become a Site Visitor?
O Invaluable experience in dealing with the 

nuts & bolts of PHAB accreditation
O Great training opportunity
O Excellent networking and exposure to other 

health departments
O Contribute to the movement for PH 

accreditation and quality improvement in all 
communities, including Tribes

O It’s free



Where do Site Visitors come in?

O After PHAB has completed initial review of 
all documents and you have had a chance to 
respond

 CONFIDENTIAL review of documentation 
using strict guidelines from PHAB (Pre-Site 
Visit Review)

 Site visit (2-3 days)
 Site visit report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Site Visitors do NOT recommend or decide accreditation status.  Each HD will have a team of SVs assigned depending on the size and complexity of the applicant agency.  They must remain impartial and observe confidentiality, even when it comes to what HD they are reviewing.Responsibilities may include reviewing an Action Plan, which a HD may need to submit to meet requirements.



Cutting to the chase:  
Preparing for Accreditation
O The most important take-aways:

O READ AND UNDERSTAND THE GUIDANCE 
before you start to collect documentation

O CHOOSE RESOURCES WISELY
O GET A USER-FRIENDLY TOOL to store and 

track your documents
O USE YOUR TEAM to keep from being 

overwhelmed
O HAVE AS MUCH DOCUMENTATION IN HAND 

as possible BEFORE APPLYING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 12 Domains, 32 Standards, and 100 Measures in the PHAB accreditation process with over 400 pieces of documentation.  There is NO numeric “score” that the Accreditation Committee gives, no minimum “score” for accreditation, no weighting of Standards or Measures.  This can be an apparently staggering task, but organization, teamwork, and planning ahead make it possible.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, check your edition of the D, S, & M.  Don’t borrow an old one from a friend.  The current edition is 1.5.Also, be sure you are using the most recent “Guide to National Public Health Accreditation Initial Accreditation.”  The most recent guide is June 2015.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then, be sure you are looking at ONLY the Measures that apply to you:  “T” for Tribal, “T/L” for Tribal/Local, and “A” for all.



Provide vs. Assure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many Tribal HDs get services provided through IHS and/or their counties or states, depending on sovereignty agreements, mutual aid agreements, MOUs, etc.If you do not provide one of the services required in PHAB documentation, you can still meet the requirement if you can prove that you assure that service for your people by documenting MOAs, MOUs, contracts, or other official agreements.



Read & understand the 
guidance

O Standard 12.3:  Encourage the governing 
entity’s engagement in the public health 
departments overall obligations and 
responsibilities.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Measures tell you exactly what documentation you must provide, and give you guidance comments to help you know exactly what they want.  Sometimes it’s not that easy to figure it out.  Read the guidance carefully and be SURE you understand it.  For example…



Read & understand the 
guidance

O Standard 12.3:  Encourage the governing 
entity’s engagement in the public health 
departments overall obligations and 
responsibilities.
 Required Documentation 1, Guidance:  

…must document communications with the 
governing entity on plans and processes for 
improving health department performance.



Read & understand the 
guidance

O Standard 12.3:  Encourage the governing 
entity’s engagement in the public health 
departments overall obligations and 
responsibilities.
 Required Documentation 2, Guidance:  

…must document communication with the 
governing entity on its performance 
improvement efforts as a result of 
performance improvement processes and/or 
activities.



What’s the difference?
O …must document communications with the 

governing entity on plans and processes for 
improving health department performance.

O …must document communication with the 
governing entity on its performance 
improvement efforts as a result of performance 
improvement processes and/or activities.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What’s the difference between these two requirements?  The first is letting them know about your performance improvement process. The second is letting them know HOW YOU HAVE IMPLEMENTED your process. Upshot:  read every Domain, Standard, Measure, and Guidance carefully to make sure you’re clear on them.



Gotta vs. nice to have
O Must document communication with the 

governing entity on its performance 
improvement efforts as a result of 
performance improvement processes 
and/or activities. 

 Look for “must,” “will,” and even “should”
 Look for “may,” “and/or,” “could be,”   

“for example”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Train yourself to read EVERY piece of guidance for the things you have to supply (“must”) as opposed to lists PHAB gives you of examples or suggestions.   



Number & timeframe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be sure to check and double-check the two right-hand columns for the number of examples needed, the type of example (plan or protocol, single document), the timeframe, and any special notes.  (This example is 1.1.1.S)



Prove it!
O Agenda
O Roster 
O Minutes 
O Emails

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s not enough to upload, say, a PowerPoint training you created or a poster demonstrating a community initiative.  PROVE that you participated in the meetings, email discussions, processes, etc.  Otherwise your SVT doesn’t know if you ACTUALLY DID what you say you did.



What is “authenticity”?
O Showing that documentation actually 

comes from your agency
O … DURING the timeframe of your 

application
O NO drafts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your Accreditation Specialist will perform a review of your documents after you’re done uploading them to be sure this is covered.  Save both of you a lot of work by making sure you have this in place before you upload.  There are several ways to determine authenticity—here are some.BTW, your documents must also be legible, right-side-up, and not reveal any protected health information.



Use resources wisely

http://www.naccho.org/programs/public-health-
infrastructure/accreditation-preparation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This the NACCHO site, which has many useful tools & tips.Be careful about consultants—how much experience do they have with Tribal nations?  How well do they know your health department?



Use resources wisely

Your PHAB Accreditation Specialist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handcuff yourself to your Accreditation Specialist after you’ve applied.  They are your number one resource.  They are the “hardest working people in show business,” VERY smart, and deeply conversant with the D, S, & M.  If you have questions about wording, interpretation, content, etc., they are your best resource.  HOWEVER… they will not tell you what to upload or whether your submissions will meet requirements.



Get a user-friendly tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are numerous tools to collect and organize your documents.  You might also treat this process as a project and use PM tools, such as Gantt charts, fishbone diagrams, or glide paths to keep track of your timelines.  Here is the PHAB documentation spreadsheet, available at PHAB or through NACCHO.  NIHB has also made a copy of another one we got from a CDC Public Health Associate.Test-drive a document storage app before starting to invest your documents in it.Limit access to it.SAVE OFTEN!  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of a documentation spreadsheet that includes overall progress.  We are still populating the version we obtained from a CDC Public Health Associate.  It’s incomplete but has the advantages of scorecarding and putting in a “stoplight” for each measure’s completeness.



[PHAB]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Or just keep them as Word files in your documents.  You can organize them in whatever way works best for you—the key is what’s comfortable, accurate, and complete.�Consider limiting access to these files so none of them come up missing by accident.



Use your team
O Choose team members wisely
O Schedule regular check-ins ahead of time
O Keep excruciatingly accurate & up-to-date 

timelines and accountabilities
O Assure that you have authority and that 

everyone believes it
O Train and motivate your team!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s important that each member of the team understand why the HD is doing this and the importance of their role.  Come up with creative ways to motivate them & keep them interested.  (Thermometers for status; incentives; recognition; giving reasonable, achievable assignments) 



Document ahead
O The clock starts when your Accreditation Coordinator 

has completed (& evaluated) your required training.
O You have 12 months to complete your upload.

THIS IS NOT THE BEST TIME TO 
CREATE NEW DOCUMENTS!!

O If you can have most or all of your documentation 
assembled before PHAB accepts your application, 
you’re in good shape.
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Cutting to the chase:  
Preparing for Accreditation
O The most important take-aways:

O READ AND UNDERSTAND THE GUIDANCE 
before you start to collect documentation

O CHOOSE RESOURCES WISELY
O GET A USER-FRIENDLY TOOL to store and 

track your documents
O USE YOUR TEAM to keep from being 

overwhelmed
O HAVE AS MUCH DOCUMENTATION IN HAND 

as possible BEFORE APPLYING



…or not

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Or not.  Accreditation may not be for every health department, though some states are beginning to look at requiring it for their local HDs.  And because Tribal HDs can be very different in situation, jurisdiction, and services from county or state HDs, PHAB accreditation may not feel like a perfect fit.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even if you’re not going for PHAB accreditation, using the Standards & Measures as a QI tool for your agency is a great way to hold yourself accountable for providing a thorough suite of high-quality, wraparound population health services for your Tribal community.  It can also be very useful for justifying programs and expenditures to Tribal Government and grantors.In addition, PHAB and NIHB are working together diligently to make the accreditation process more useful and applicable to Tribes.  Accreditation can be a powerful tool to improve public health services for every community.



ᏍᎩ!
Thank you!

martsaly@nc-cherokee.com

mailto:martsaly@nc-cherokee.com


A Few Resources
O PHAB site:  www.phaboard.org
O PHAB Site Visitor roles, responsibilities, & 

contact info: http://www.phaboard.org/about-
phab/volunteer-site-visitor-opportunities/

O NACCHO Accreditation website:  
http://www.naccho.org/programs/public-health-
infrastructure/accreditation-preparation

O PHAB guide to initial accreditation (JUNE 2015):  
http://www.phaboard.org/wp-
content/uploads/Guide-to-Accreditation-
final_LR2.pdf

http://www.phaboard.org/
http://www.phaboard.org/about-phab/volunteer-site-visitor-opportunities/
http://www.naccho.org/programs/public-health-infrastructure/accreditation-preparation
http://www.phaboard.org/wp-content/uploads/Guide-to-Accreditation-final_LR2.pdf
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